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Historical look at navigation

Before GPS





 Giant concrete arrows that point your way across 

America



 What are these giant arrows? Some kind of 

surveying mark? Landing beacons for flying 

saucers? Earth's turn signals?



Transcontinental Air Route



Transcontinental Air Route

 In 1920, the US opened its first coast-to-coast airmail 

delivery route

 No good aviation charts existed - pilots used landmarks 

to fly across the US.

 Solution: World's first ground-based civilian navigation 

system - a series of lit beacons from New York to San 

Francisco. 

 a bright yellow concrete arrow every ten miles 

 Each arrow would be surmounted by a 51-foot steel tower 

and lit by a million-candlepower rotating beacon.



Transcontinental Air Route



 Mail could get from the Atlantic to the Pacific in just 

30 hours or so.

 By 1929 it spanned the continent uninterrupted

 Advances in technology made these obsolete by 

the 1940’s, but the arrows still remain!



GPS: the beginning



NAVSTAR

 NAVigation System with Time And Ranging

 24 to 32 satellites orbiting the Earth

 Interchangeable with Global Positioning 

System (GPS)

 Created by the US gov’t (GLONASS – Russian 

equivalent)

 Allows a person to determine their location on Earth



Satellites – Space

 First satellite launched in 1978

 All satellites were broadcasting by 1994

 24 satellites are required for a full constellation

 Orbits at about12,500 miles above the Earth’s 

surface

 Single revolution takes about 12 hours





Satellites - Controls

 System of ground stations that track signals from 

satellites

 Corrections & new data are uploaded to satellites





Satellites - User

 GPS Receivers

 An antenna

 Electronics to receive satellite signals

 Microcomputer to process data that determines position

 Controls to provide user input

 Screen to display info



Determining Position

 1 Satellite: places you somewhere on a spherical 

surface that's centered around the satellite

 2 Satellites: places you somewhere along a circle 

that's between the two satellites 

 3 Satellites: usually intersect at two points, one of 

which will be on Earth's surface

 4 Satellites: will intersect at just one point

Adopted from: http://www.how-gps-works.com/faq/q0110.shtml

http://www.how-gps-works.com/faq/q0110.shtml


Source

http://www.little-yeti.com/gpsmanual/chapter01.htm


Trilateration

 Using 3 points of reference to determine your 

location

 3D Trilateration

 Same concept, with issues

 Atomic clock v. GPS receiver clock

 Needs a fourth satellite to compensate 



GPS Accuracy

 Until May 2, 2000 the DoD deliberately corrupted 

GPS signals to create a random error anywhere up 

to 100m (selective availability)

 Most receivers have an accuracy between 1-20m

 Survey-grade GPS can be within 1cm 



GPS Accuracy

 PDOP – Position Dilution of Precision

 Error introduced with poor geometric arrangement of 

satellites

 The further the satellites are spread out – the more 

accurate the point obtained by the receiver

 Atmospheric interference

 Multipath effects



GPS Limitations

 Inside buildings

 Underground

 Severe precipitation (cloud cover)

 Under heavy tree canopy

 Around strong radio transmissions

 “Urban Canyons” (amongst tall buildings)

 Near powerful radio transmitter antennas



Differential Correction

 used to enhance the quality of location data 

gathered using GPS

 can be applied in the field or in post processing 

 both methods are based on the same concepts, but 

each accesses different data sources and achieves 

different levels of accuracy



Field: WAAS Enabled

 Wide Area Augmentation System: uses a network of 

ground-based stations that compare their precisely 

known location with locations calculated from GPS 

satellite signals. Any differences found can be used 

to create correction data that's broadcast from 

WAAS satellites

Adopted from: http://www.how-gps-works.com/glossary/waas.shtml

http://www.how-gps-works.com/glossary/waas.shtml


Post Processing

 uses a base GPS receiver that logs positions at a 

known location and your field data (GPS receiver) 

 data from the base and field are brought into a 

processing software, which computes corrected 

positions for the field data

 Trimble Software: GPS Pathfinder, GPS Analyst



Other GPS Systems

 GLONASS

 Russia’s version of GPS

 In 2001, only a few satellites were still in orbit

 In 2007, civilian signal is made freely available

 Full constellation was restored for global coverage in 2011

 Galileo

 EU’s version of GPS

 Still in development (full deployment by 2020)

 Plans to have 30 satellite constellation

 4 types of signals

 Beidou

 China’s regional GPS system

 In development to be global by 2020

 France, India, Japan – all developing regional systems



Applications of GPS



Agriculture

 Precision agriculture or site-specific farming

 A tractor that plows fields by itself using GPS

 Farm planning, field mapping, soil sampling, tractor 

guidance, crop scouting, variable rate applications, 

and yield mapping. 



Aviation

 Increased safety and efficiency of flight 

 Departure, en route, arrival, and airport surface 

navigation

 An airplane that lands itself using GPS



Environment

 Data collection 

 Tracking a species of animal using GPS

 GPS receivers mounted on buoys track the movement 

and spread of oil spills

 Helicopters use GPS to map the perimeter of forest 

fires and allow efficient use of fire fighting resources

 GPS is playing an increasingly prominent role in 

helping scientists to anticipate earthquakes

 Integration with GIS data to better understand a 

particular situation



Marine

 Search and rescue

 fastest and most accurate method for mariners to navigate, 
measure speed, and determine location

 Marine navigation

 position while in open sea, harbors and waterways.

 accurate position, speed, and heading 

 Mariners and oceanographers 

 underwater surveying, buoy placement, and navigational 
hazard location and mapping. 

 Commercial fishing fleets 

 navigate to optimum fishing locations, track fish migrations, 
and ensure compliance with regulations.



Public Safety & Disaster Relief

 Search and rescue 

 create maps of the disaster areas for rescue and aid operations, assess damage

 Wildfire Management 

 contain and manage forest fires, aircraft, identify fire boundaries and "hot spots" 

 fire maps are transmitted to a portable field computer at the firefighters' camp

 Earthquakes  

 scientists can study how strain builds up slowly over time in an attempt to characterize and 
(maybe) anticipate earthquakes

 Meteorologists  

 storm tracking and flood prediction  

 assess water vapor content by analyzing transmissions of GPS data through the 
atmosphere.

 Emergency response systems 

 helping stranded motorists find assistance or guiding emergency vehicles.

 GPS in mobile phones & cars increases emergency location capability



Transportation 

 Taxi, public transportation, trains 

 keep transit vehicles on schedule and inform passengers 

of precise arrival times

 In time-definite delivery

 Trucking companies use GPS for tracking to guarantee 

delivery and pickup

 Navigation



Recreation

 Outdoor activities

 A hiker who loses her way and returns to safety using 

GPS

 Biking, fishing, golfing, aviation, boating, skiing

 A person using their smart phone app to find a 

place to eat, nearby

 Navigating drivers, pedestrians, bike riders 



Recreation - Geocaching

 What is Geocaching?

 a real-world, outdoor treasure hunting game using 

GPS-enabled devices

 participants navigate to a specific set of GPS 

coordinates and then attempt to find the geocache 

(container) hidden at that location (geocaching.com)

 http://www.geocaching.com/

http://www.geocaching.com/


Space

 Navigation solutions

 providing high precision orbit determination

 Timing solutions

 low-cost, precise time GPS receivers

 Constellation control

 provides single point-of-contact to control for the orbit maintenance of 
large numbers of space vehicles such as telecommunication satellites

 Formation flying

 allowing precision satellite formations

 Launch vehicle tracking 

 range safety and autonomous flight termination.

 A space shuttle that navigates by itself using GPS



Timing

 Each GPS satellite contains multiple atomic clocks 

that contribute very precise time data to the GPS 

signals

 GPS receivers decode these signals, effectively 

synchronizing each receiver to the atomic clocks

 enables users to determine the time to within 100 

billionths of a second



The GPS ‘Crutch’



News Story, 2009

 Swedish couple driving from Venice to Capri

 Misspelled their destination and drove to a 

industrial northern town of Carpi a few hours later

 10 minutes with a map would have let them know 

that:

 You can’t make a 400 mile drive in two hours

 Capri is SE of Venice, not west

 Capri is a small island and they never crossed a bridge 

or got on a boat




